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The b«tt potatoes are those grown in sandy
antly manured, with a permeable subsoil.

soils

abund-

FsrUllaers
In view of the present high cost of commercial fertihardly possible for farmers to employ them to
restitute to the soil the potash and phosphoric acid
it may
have been deprived of by previous crops or poor rotation.
Nitrogen and lime may however be used, but potatoes will
be scabby if too much hme is added.
When the soil is short of this element, it is better to
apply same in the shape of carbonate calcium, superphosphate calcium or <»lcium sulfate (plaster) rather than quick
orhydrated lime; ho.v ever, quantities should not be exceeded or not more than four to five hundred pounds per acre.
The most recommendable is rotten barn-manure. Potato sets should not be planted in a soil that has
received
fresh manure. Fresh manure, when no other is
available,
*>o spread in the fall prior to ploughing,
at the rate
*^*i^ X
of 16 to 20 tons per &dre.
Potash, however, is the most useful fertilizer for tubers,
and,
thw connection, all wood ashes available should
be reserved for this crop and spread on the surface.
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Preparation of t he Soil
This point will lever receive too much attention. The
potato yield partiy depends on the loosening and breaking up of the soil.
On an old sod, it is obvious that fall
ploughings are imperative as well as on any soils that
are
more clayey than sandy.
The ploughing wUl vary with the nature of the subsoil
but
all cases It should be as deep as possible,
without
however, bnngmg up to the surface more than one
inch
of earth that will not yet have been
submitted to the

m

action of

air.

In the following spring, as soon as the soil is warm
enough, another ploughing shall be given followed by
two
good harrowm^ so as to destroy most of the weeds that
might be found. Rotten manures should also be spread
at that tune.
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of Planting

Tuben

should always be planted aH early as possible
If frosts were still to be feared it would
even be more advantageous to cover young vines with
earth rather than plant later.
in the spring.

Planting

One should remember that we harvest what we have
If degenerated tubers or attacked by diseases.

sown.

are planted, one should not look to a bountv crop of sound

and good potatoes. Potato

varieties should also be kept

true to type, in as much as possible. When pure varieties
are not available, such good tubers whose shape is most in
accordance with the tjrpe of our variety should be selected.
In order to prevent diseases, seed tubers shall afterwards be disinfected into formalin, i. e., soaked for two
hours into a solution of one pint of formalin in 30 gallons
of water. When taken out, they are spread in a dry place
so as to drain completely.
In order to hasten their germination, these sound
t abers of average or large size are spread at least 8 days
before the date of planting, on a dry floor where they
will receive the indirect ana not direct light of the sun.
In this way vines will grow strong, stout and green.
As soon as planting time has come , tubers will be cut,
providing three good eyes to each set. So as to facilitate
the curing of wounds, care should be taken to powder
plaster on
it.
sets as last as they &i
When tubfc.-a are degenerated, w! i is known by thu
presence of a considerable quantity of small eyes on the top
of the potato, this part should be removed when cutting
the sets.
Sets should not be cut too much in advance. This
work should rather be done on the date of planting.
->

Method

of Planting

Where the
Potatoes are planted in various ways.
is infested by couch-grass we would narticularly
recommend planting seta three feet apart jus. as is done
for com. This method falicitates the weeding of tubers
groimd

on both ways thus contributing not only to making the
eradication of weeds easier but also to increase the yield.
In this case furrows are opened with a marker whose
teeth are disposed three feet apart.
This is the best method to obtain heavy }rields. The
other method consists in planting tubers in rows three
feet apart, with scid 12 to 15 inches distant in the row.
One snould plant in a ridge on heavy soils and level on
light soils.

The depth

to plant potatoes depends of the nature of
In heavy soIIh planting should be rather shallow
and a little deeper in light soils. As a rule, tubers are
planted 3 or 4 mches deep in lieavy grounds and 4 to G
mchcs in light grounds, according as the season is dry or

the

soil.

rainy.

Cultivation
Frequent weedings at least every eight days are imperative where the soil contains a certain quantitv of
weeds. Hoeings shall be governed by the weather and the
dryness of the soil.
On the other hand, the surface of the soil should never
be allowed to crust. The machine used in weeding and
hoeing is the horse cultivator. As soon as potato vines
are seen at the surface; in a suffici'^nt way to distinguish
the rows, they should be given weeuings and harrowings.
For the lirst time the cultivation shall be fairly deep and
shallower as the plants will grow so as not to touch the
shoots and break the roots; this is of capital importance.
than 2 oc 3 inches
The last weedings should not be
deep.
Tubers are produced two or thro' weeks after fl« -ring
and this is the time plants should receive the best att* ion.
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Digging Potatoes

As soon

as potato vines are dry aud the tiht

enough the latter will be dug.
Whatever may be the way
important thing is to dig
Grading will be made
taking care to separate

%.

of operation, tht
41
tubers without injuring tu, m.
the field, if the weather permit*,
*
all tubers that are best suit
all
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for seed,

then those intended for marketing and the
others that are onlv good as cattle food.
They ought to be perfectly dry when stored; tubers
injured by diseases or digging will be excluded so as to
prevent contamination of tno whole crop.

S«l«ction

^ Pi't^Mive fanner makes
mtended for seed. As already

his own selection of tubers
stated, when digging potatoes, a selection will be made in the field of those tubers
from the heaviest-bearing plants, completely sound and
resenabling the original type of the variety. They will bo
stored apart for fear of contamination. Another selection
•

be made the following spring in order to eliminate
misshaped tubers or those attacked by diseas(^
will

MarlMting

A

limilar variety should be grov*n in the same section,
§0 as to insure profitable sales. When a buyer goes in a
certam district, he should be able to load sevend cars of
the same variety and not a car containing several varieties.
Seed potatoes are in great demand and get the highest
pnces.
larger quantity of this grade of tubers should be
produced by our farmers.
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Nice stock and heavy yields cannot be hoped for without
spraying to destroy insects and disease pests.
The best treatment against all these pests is Bordeaux
mixture, prepared with 4 pounds of quick lime
slaked in
sufficient water to form milk and 4 lbs of
copper sulfate
diMoJved separately in hot water in a wooden receptacle.
When the two stock solutions—the four pounds of quick
lime and the four pounds of copper sulfate—
are diluted,
they are poured, separately, in about 20 gallons
of water,
alter which operation they are again poured
simultaneously
Mother emptj barrel of a capacity of 40 gaUons,
so that complete nuxture will be effected at
the time of
pouring.
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In order to he «ure of the efficiency ^f this mixture it
essential that it be stirrdl hard wi',n a 'ooden bat
immediately after the two solutious ar" poured. If solutions are not pourrd together the cc ibmatioM fails and
the mixture is useless.
In this state this liquid would contrc' •.i.7ca'>c8 only.
To destroy insects such as the Colorado potato beetle,
add 8 to 12 ounces of Paris green or 2 to 3 lbs of paste
lead arsenate or 1 to IH lb. when powder arsenate.
This liquid is afterwards sprayed on potatoes with a
sprayer, as often as necessary, but at least every 10 or 12
davs, from the time f'
ts are about 4 to 6 inches high.
In a rainy season
jperation will be repeated up to
time shoots are rip
.n any case, at least 5 spraymgs
should be done.
Plants should not be sprayed when wet, or on the eve of a
rainfall, but when the foliage is dry preferably, or after a
is
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rainfall.
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